approaches which focus on an indirect coding can be found A major problem in designing neural vision models is the large dimensionality of the search space for defining the needed networks. By using hierarchical vision models inspired by biology we narrow the space of possible architectures. We perform evolutionary optimization of remaining critical network parts e.g. the combination features, which are np to now mostly subject to manually determination. We show that the evolutionary approach leads to an optimized recognition system with respect to speed and performance, which is highly competitive with other state of the art systems.
. INTRODUCTION
A critical problem in the application of artificial neural vision systems to object recognition tasks is the inaoduction of invariance properties. The correct recognition of presented visual objects shouldbe robust under translation, scaling and rotation of the input stimuli. To incorporate these properties into a neural vision system a proper architectural design of the network is essential.
Evolution strategies provide a general and powerful method for system design optimization and their successful combination with neural networks has been shown in various applications [14] . In the work presented here we use evolution strategies to support the design process.
In order to apply evolutionary algorithms to the design of neural systems their structure and parameters must he represented or encoded. Most approaches use the so-called direct coding , e.g., via a connection matrix, where each entry represents a connection between two neurons. The main disadvantage of this method is the bad scalimg property, since the representation scales quadratically with the number of neurons. In neural networks used for vision tasks, the number of neurons needed is immense and, therefore, the direct encoding is difficult to apply. Interesting
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in [3, 81 . Another way to prevent getting lost in an enormous search space of possible network architectures is to incorporate insights from neuroscience and in this way narrow the search space of possible network architectures. So inspired hy the human visual cortex, we use a hierarchical vision system in which feature complexity is increasing from initial to later processing stages, and where invariance is achieved through pooling over increasing receptive fields [2, 7, 131 . One important part of a hierarchical model which still needs to be determined are the so-called combination features, which combine for example more elementary features like local edges into more complex pattems l i e comers and T-junctions. Methods which were proposed so far for the optimization of these features include unsupervised competitive leaning combined with manually designed uaining patterns [2] , supervised gradient-based optimization [4] , enumeration heuristics [71, and sparse coding [13] . Few works use evolutionary methods to optimize hierarchical vision systems. Pan et. al. [6] In the work presented here we directly determine the combination feature filter bank using evolution smtegies. We use a problem-specific direct coding and keep the dimensionality of the optimization sufficiently low by using a biologically inspired hierarchical architecture, described in the following section. In addition to the combination features, we also optimize important nonlinearities of the vision model architecture. The target value of the optimization is the classification performance of the vision network in an object recognition task. The details of the evolutionary optimization of the hierarchical vision system are described in Section 3. In Section 4 we demonstrate the generaliiation ability of the optimized feature set in object recognition tasks and compare the results to state-of-the-art algorithms. In the last section, we summarize our results.
THE NEURAL VISION SYSTEM FOR OBJECT

RECOGNITION
The used vision system for object recognition is based on a hiemhical feed-forward architecture with weight-sharing and a succession of feature-sensitive and pooling stages, The final S3 cells are tuned to particular views, which are represented as the activity pattern of the C2 planes for an input image. lution with 4 differently oriented first-order Gabor filters, a Wmer-Take-All mechanism between these features and a final threshold function. We adopt the notation, that virtor @dices run over the set of nenrons within a particular feature plane of a particular layer. To compute the response si (.r, y) of a neuron in the first layer S1, responsive to feature type 1 at position (2, y), lint the image vector I is multiplied with a weight vector w: (z, y) (Gabor filter with orientation no.
I) characterizing the receptive field profile:
All neurons in a featnre plane 1 have the same receptive field shucture, given by w : ( z , y), but shifted receptive field centers. In a second step, a soft Wmer-Take-AU mechanism is performed with where M = maxk q f ( z , y) and T : ( z , y) is the response after the WTA mechanism which suppresses sub-maximal responses and provides a model of latency-based competition. The parameter 0 < 7 1 < 1 controls the strength of the competition. The activity is then passed through a simple threshold function with a common threshold B1 for a l l after thresholding with a common threshold Oz. The step from SZ to C2 IS idenucal to (4) and given by ci(z, y) = tanh(gz(z, y) * si), with Gaussian spatial pooling kernel
Classification of an input image with C2 output E2 is done by nearest neighbor match to previously stored template activations E; for each training view 0. This can be realized e.g. by view-tuned units (VTU) in an additional S3 layer with a radial basis function characteristics according to sg = exp(-llw; -c21Iz) where w: = c; is tuned to the training C2 output of pattern v. Classification can then be performed by detecting the maximally activated VTU. In the evolutionary optimization applied here we used a global step-size-adaptation with 2 different step sizes, which turned out to be sufficient for this optimization, one for the 6 nonlinearity parameters and one for the combination filter bank weights, described in more detail in the following sections. We used a discrete recombination for the 6 Parameters and also discretely recombined whole combination filters as the smallest parts of a combination filter bank. The strategy parameters, i.e. the globalstep-sizes, were recombined by a generalized intermediate recombination [I] . The "ES-typical" deterministic (p, A) selection was used in the experiment in Section 4.
Representation of system nonlinearities
In our vision model, we selected 6 parameters which efficiently characterize the quality of the nonlinearities of the system. These are the WTA selectivities yl, 72, which control the competition between the different features in the same layer, the threshold parameters el, B2, which control the number of neurons firing, and the pooling ranges ul, u2, which control the sizes of the Gaussian pooling kemels used in layer C1 and C2. The 
Representation of the feature bank
Additionally to the system nonlinearities the weights w i = (wy,. . . , wi4), which define the combination filter bank, are coded into the chromosome. Here 1 = 1, ..., L, where L is the number of S2 feature planes. This coding is often referred to as the genotype-phenotype-mapping [ I11 and plays an important mle in evolutionary optimization. One has to guarantee the completeness, i.e. all allowed and sensible phenotypes (i.e., network architectures respective combination filter bank in our case) have to be describable. No forbidden or senseless phenotypes should be describable in order not to unnecessarily enlarge the search space. The so-called strong causality condition should hold, i.e. the neighborhood relationship from the genotype space to the phenotype space should be conserved. The number of free parameters which describe the genotype should be kept as small as possible to keep the dimension of the search space low.
The coding of the combination filter bank is organized as follows: We define the size of one filter of the combination filter bank w i E R36=4x3x3. Each (9) in the definition of the combination filter bank we yield a soft transition from one to the other orientations brought into the system by the convolution with the 4 Gabor filters in the S1 layer.
only sensible combination filter banks are describable, in the sense that entries in the same position of the 3 x3 filters corresponding to orthogonal local orientations in the image are not allowed and between neighboring orientations there is a smooth transition. Secondly, through the cyclic coding unnecessary borders are avoided. Thirdly and most importantly, the number of free parameters could be reduced by half. The final optimization was carried out with L = 9 filters, which showed the best performance in p r e l i a t y optimization runs testing also L =6,7,8,10,14,20. With 9 filters 9 x 18=162 values have to be optimized. Thus the full optimization took place in a 162t6=168 dimensional search space.
RESULT
For the evolutionary optimization of the combination features and nonlinearity parameters we used the object ,database COIL20 151. This database contains 20 different objects with 72 images of varying angles of view, reaching from 0 to 360 degree in 5 degree steps. We train the vision system with 3 views (0, 120 and 240 degree) of each object. In the test phase the vision system has to recognize 24 remaining views, which are equally distributed between 0 and 360 degree, of all objects by matching them to the corresponding objects. The target of the optimization is the minimization of the misclassification rate.
To determine certain parameters of the optimization process itself we canied out several optimization runs with small population sizes for testing, using a (2,2O)-strategy.
After finding reasonable values for the initial and the minimal step size of the mutation operator and the numbts of combination filters L, we started 3 optimization runs with a (IO,lOO)-strategy. The elitist which denotes the best individual was always stored but did not necessarily remain in the population.
In spite of the strict separation of training and test data the danger of over-fitting during the optimization is still there. This is caused by the evolutionary optimization loop in which the test data is used to compute the fitness of a single individual. The question is how strongly generalization is affected by this problem Therefore, it is important to check the generalization ability of the final result again with a validation dataset. For this test we use the COIL100 [5] 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we demonstrated how evolution strategies help to design critical architectural parts as nonlinearities and combination features, which are mostly built up manually.
The system optimized in this way has shown an improved generalization ability and at the same time reduced the needed hardware resources. The results have been compared to state-of-the-art algorithms and exhibited a superior performance in most parts. We also showed that the optimized system is capable of working successfully across dw mains. The same architecture worked for COIL objects as well as for face images. In the future, we will extend the representation of the neural vision system to increase the degree of freedom for the evolutionary structuring process.
